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EPC FAQ’s 
 
What is an EPC? 
EPCs are Expedited Program Changes that contain fixes and enhancement to LANSA 
products that need to be made available sooner than the next version. In most cases, EPCs 
contains fixes to Severity 1 LANSA problems. EPCs can also contain product enhancements 
and new features. It is generally recommended to be at the latest EPC level to ensure that 
you have all the most recent fixes, features and enhancements. 
 
 
How do I apply an EPC? 
EPCs are applied according to the instructions in the accompanying EPCNNN.htm. There is 
always an accompanying EPCNNN.htm with instructions on how to apply the EPC. These 
instructions need to be followed carefully. Attention should be taken to follow any special 
instructions and post EPC instructions. 
 
 
What information is on the EPCNNN.htm? 
Each EPC has an EPCNNN.htm which lists: 

• The LANSA product affected.  
• The version of the product that the EPC is for.  
• The pre-requisites. The pre-requisites can be previous EPCs or other LANSA 

products or features that need to be in place prior to applying this EPC.  
• Other LANSA products or features that may be affected by applying this EPC.  
• Any Special notes that may need to be considered. 
• The list of changes shipped in the EPC. Each fix is allocated a change number. This 

number may match the call number that you were provided by LANSA support when 
you logged your call. Or it may be different to your call number if you were not the 
original reported of the issue that is fixed.  

• The list of LANSA objects shipped in the EPC.  
• Detailed instructions to apply the EPC.  
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What EPCs are available for download? 
Only EPCs relating to currently supported versions of LANSA are available on the web site 
for download. Currently supported versions of LANSA are V10.0 and V11.0. Refer to 
Supported Versions for further details. 
 
 
Can I apply an EPC to the wrong product or version? 
LANSA EPCs check for correct product version and pre-requisites. If you try to apply an EPC 
to the wrong version of LANSA or if you try to apply an EPC without the pre-requisites in 
place, the EPC installation will end and the EPC will not be applied.  
Note: Pre-requisite checking in Visual LANSA 10.0 EPCs was introduced with EPC715. 
 
 
How do I check the current EPC level for my LANSA product? 
In Visual LANSA you can check your EPC level from the main taskbar by selecting About 
and Product information and then clicking on the EPC button. This view lists all the EPCs 
applied to this installation of Visual LANSA. 
In LANSA for iSeries, you can run CALL DC@P8600 PARM(DSP PPPPPPPPP) where 
PPPPPPPPPP is the LANSA Program Library. 
 
 
What are Current EPCs and what are Superseded EPCs? 
A Current EPC is an EPC that contains one or many superseded EPCs. The current EPCs 
are the only ones that need to be applied to get all the available fixes. 
A Superseded EPC is an EPC that has been incorporated into a more recent EPC. 
Superseded EPC are still listed on the EPC pages to facilitate checking but they are not 
downloadable as their fixes have been packaged into a more recent EPC. Superseded EPCs 
refer to the EPC that supersedes them. 
As much as possible LANSA tries to include many fixes together in an EPC for the same 
platform. This facilitates our customers who only need to apply fewer EPCs to receive all the 
available fixes.  
 
 
Are there any extra EPC considerations in V11.0? 
Yes, there are several new V11.0 features that impact on EPCs and when and where an 
EPC must be applied. In particular, the following features have EPC checking built-in.  
 
1. RDMLX on iSeries 
One of the new features introduced in V11.0 was "RDMLX objects can be executed on any 
server supported by LANSA, such as the iSeries." This feature requires the Visual LANSA 
runtime to exist on iSeries to execute the RDMLX objects.  
This will have an effect on EPCs. Any V11.0 Visual LANSA EPC that ships the Visual LANSA 
runtime will also be required to be applied to the visual LANSA runtime on iSeries to get the 
same fixes. If an EPC ships objects that are required to be applied on both Visual LANSA 
and on iSeries, this will be documented in the EPCXXX.htm  
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2. Using the Host Monitor in the new IDE 
The LANSA Integrated Development Environment (IDE) has been completely redesigned to 
offer a better way to build or extend any type of new or existing LANSA application, even 
5250 green screen ones. Now both the Host Monitor and the Host Monitor Explorer have 
been fully incorporated inside Visual LANSA editor.  
Using the Host Monitor in the new IDE will have an effect on EPCs. The slave and master 
systems must be on the same EPC level to use the Host Monitor. When the Host Monitor 
connects to the master repository, it checks the EPC level on the slave and master systems 
to ensure that they are on the same level. If not, a message will pop up, detailing the EPC 
mismatch and the number of the EPC in question. This EPC must be applied to the master 
(or slave) to use the Host Monitor.  
 
3. SuperServer 
SuperServer connections in V11.0 will now check the EPC level on the client and host to 
ensure that they are on the same EPC level. If not, a message will pop up, detailing the EPC 
mismatch and the number of the EPC in question. This EPC must be applied to the host (or 
client) to make a successful SuperServer connection. 
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"QSYSINC library not found" message 
during check in and compile of an 
RDMLX object 
 
Description 
 
In Visual LANSA V2005, when checking in and compiling RDMLX objects ie. WAMs, the 
following error can be generated during the compile of the C code on the iSeries: 
 
=================================================================== 
CPF2110 Escape 40 09/21/05 18:18:19.169728 QLICHLLE QSYS 02E2 QDTSUTIL 
QDEVTOOLS *STMT 
To module . . . . . . . . . : QDTSINIT 
To procedure . . . . . . . : QdtsSetupProdLibl 
Statement . . . . . . . . . : 19 
Message . . . . : Library QSYSINC not found. 
Cause . . . . . : Library QSYSINC does not exist in the auxiliary storage pools (ASPs) 
accessed by the command or API.  
Recovery . . . : Either create the library (CRTLIB command), correct the library name, or 
make the primary or secondary auxiliary storage pool (ASP) where storage for the library is 
allocated accessible to the command or API.  
Then try the request again. To make the ASP accessible, check that the ASP device has the 
status required by the command or API (WRKCFGSTS command). Then, if the command or 
API has an auxiliary storage pool parameter, use it to specify the ASP. Otherwise, set the 
ASP group containing the ASP as the ASP group for the current thread (SETASPGRP 
command). 
=================================================================== 
 
 
This error is caused when the C compiler is installed on iSeries without installing the IBM 
QSYSINC library (which IBM have listed as an optional install). The library QSYSINC 
contains "include" files for the compiler. This error can be avoided by installing ibrary 
QSYSINC on iSeries. 
 
Note: The library QSYSINC is part of (free) optional deliverables of OS/400 called "OS/400-
System Openness Includes", which is part of 57xxSS part 13. Refer to 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v5r3/ic2924/index.htm?info/apis/conQSYSIN
C.htm for further information on QSYSINC and install instructions. 
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Processing Tree Items in the order 
that they are displayed (V2005 only) 
 
Detailed Description 
Note: The code is in this tip assumes full RDMLX has been enabled. It can be modified to 
work in RDML forms if necessary. 
 
Typically, a tree will show data in the order it’s added to the list. However, the SortPosition 
property for specific tree columns, and the flexibility of columnar trees, introduced in LANSA 
2005 (see tip September newsletter), can mean that tree items are displayed in a sequence 
that does not match the underlying list. 
 
Functional requirements, such as Find and Find Next, require that the tree data be 
processed in the order it is displayed in the tree. The SelectList command processes the 
data in the order it was added to the underlying list, which is pointless if the sort order has 
been changed. 
 
The other option is to use the For command to process the tree items themselves. A Tree 
View has an Items property that will return all tree items at the root level. However each tree 
item at the root level also has an Items property that in turn will return a the child items for 
that branch. For this reason, to adequately step through the entire tree view contents some 
lateral thinking is required. 
 
The solution is to iterate over the multi-level tree view using a recursive method, which will  
“flatten” the tree and return it as a single level collection of tree items. The Flatten_Tree 
routine below does exactly that. To use this routine, you would write the following: 
 
Mthroutine name(My_Method) 
 
For each(#Tree_Item) in(#Com_owner.Flatten_tree( #My_tree )) 
 
* Get the entry to ensure that currentitem is correctly set. 
Get_Entry Number(#Tree_item.Entry) from_list(#My_tree) 
 
* Process Tree item here 
 
EndFor 
Endroutine  
 
The Flatten_Tree routine has a Define_Map of type *Result, that returns a collection of tree 
items. The expression handling introduced in LANSA 2005 means that it is possible to write a 
For command that iterates over the result of a method, assuming the result is a collection.  
The routine has no reference to a specific tree. Because of this, it does not have to be in the 
component that is using it. It could be written once in a “utilities” component and simply 
invoked when required.   
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Mthroutine Name(Flatten_Tree) Help('Convert from a tree to a flat structure and return 
in a list a collection of tree items') 
Define_Map For(*Input) Class(#prim_trvw) Name(#i_Tree) Pass(*by_reference) 
Define_Map For(*Input) Class(#prim_tvit) Name(#i_Tree_item) Mandatory(*null) 
Pass(*by_reference) 
Define_Map For(*Result) Class(#prim_lcol<#prim_tvit>) Name(#o_Tree_items) 
Pass(*by_reference) 
 
Set_Ref Com(#o_tree_items) To(*create_as #prim_lcol<#prim_Tvit>) 
 
If (#i_tree_item *Is *Null) 
 
* Work for whole tree 
For Each(#item) In(#i_tree.items) 
 
* Add child items 
#o_tree_items.Append( #com_owner.Flatten_Tree( #i_tree #item ) ) 
 
Endfor 
 
Else 
 
* Add the tree item to the tree 
#o_tree_items.insert( #i_tree_item ) 
 
* Just the supplied branch 
For Each(#item) In(#i_tree_item.items) 
 
* Add child items 
#o_tree_items.Append( #com_owner.Flatten_Tree( #i_tree #item ) ) 
 
Endfor 
 
Endif 
 
Endroutine 
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SQL NULL support in 
LANSA 2005 
 
SQL NULL support has been introduced mainly for Other File integration. 
SQL NULL indicates that data is unknown. For example, the #MIDNAME field could be 
*NULL or *BLANKS to indicate the person does not have a middle name, or SQL NULL if we 
do not know what their middle name is. 
 
New field attribute ASQN (Allow SQL NULL) 
Allow SQL NULL is a field storage attribute along the lines of SBIN and SREV. It may be 
specified as either an input or output attribute. 
A field must have the ASQN attribute to utilize SQL NULL functionality. 
The ASQN attribute is only available when the partition has been enabled for full RDMLX. 
Fields using the ASQN attribute are RDMLX fields. 
 
New Keyword *SQLNULL 
*SQLNULL is a special keyword like *NULL, but with a different meaning: *SQLNULL means 
the value for the field is unknown, whereas *NULL means the field is empty. 
 
Intrinsic Property .IsSqlNull 
The ASQN attribute has an intrinsic read-only property .IsSqlNull. This may have the values 
True or False. If the field is SQL NULL, .IsSqlNull is True, otherwise it is False. 
Note that Intrinsic properties can also be used in conditions that are defined by or passed to 
an I/O module. 
 
Function Options to control interpretation of SQL Nulls 
A Function Option - *STRICT_NULL_ASSIGN has been introduced. 
When *STRICT_NULL_ASSIGN is in force, assigning an *SQLNULL to a field that is not 
nullable will produce a runtime error. On the other hand, a comparison that is SQL NULL will 
still evaluate to FALSE. 
 
Defaults 
*SQLNULL becomes the default for fields with the ASQN attribute, regardless of field type, 
unless another default has been specified. 
*SQLNULL may be explicitly specified as the default for a field if it has the ASQN attribute. 
For example, in RDML: 
DEFINE FIELD(#B) TYPE(*CHAR) LENGTH(8) INPUT_ATR(ASQN) DEFAULT(*SQLNULL) 
 
Assignment 
If a field has the attribute ASQN, it may be set to SQL NULL, or assigned from a field that is 
SQL NULL. For example, both of the following is valid (the second line makes #C SQL 
NULL): 
CHANGE FIELD(#B) TO (*SQLNULL) 
CHANGE FIELD(#C) TO (#B) 
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Strict vs. Default Assignment 
If strict the NULL assign function option is in use, the following example will cause a fatal 
runtime error when #B is SQL NULL and #A is not defined as ASQN: 
 CHANGE FIELD(#A) TO (#B) 
If default NULL values are in use, the above code would succeed as #A will be set to *NULL. 
For example, if #A is an integer, it would be set to *ZERO. 
When working with nullable fields and strict SQL NULL values, the LANSA Developer must 
code carefully to protect against such runtime errors. For example: 
IF '*Not #B.IsSqlNull' 
 CHANGE FIELD(#A) TO (#B) 
ELSE 
 MESSAGE MSGTXT('#B IS NULL') 
ENDIF 
 
As Value 
In non-strict assignment, any expression involving a field with SQL Null value will produce an 
SQL Null. The SQL Null will return False for a Boolean value, 0 for a number and blank for a 
string. 
If you want to control what value will be returned from an expression if the value of a field is 
SQL Null, use the AsValue() intrinsic method for the field. The AsValue parameter will be 
returned instead of SQL Null when the field’s value is SQL Null. 
For example, if you want field #A to return 1 when its value is SQL Null, specify:   
#A.AsValue(1) 
 
Conditions 
Generally, the intrinsic property .IsSqlNull should be used when checking for SQL NULL. 
However, in cases where .IsSqlNull cannot or should not be used, the *SQLNULL keyword 
can be used as an alternative. 
The *SQLNULL keyword should be used for where conditions on real fields on the file to 
allow them to be evaluated in the OAM (as this is faster). The first line of code below is 
evaluated in the function, the second is evaluated in the OAM. (Note that the intention is in a 
future release to enhance the OAM so that it can evaluate IsSqlNull.) 
SELECT FIELDS(#MYFLDS) FROM_FILE(MYFILE) WHERE(#FLDA.IsSqlNull) 
SELECT FIELDS(#MYFLDS) FROM_FILE(MYFILE) WHERE(#FLDA *EQ *SQLNULL) 
Note: When comparing against the *SQLNULL keyword, you must only use the operators 
*EQ or *NE. 
 
Comparisons 
Comparisons are always strict. 
If a field is SQL NULL it cannot be compared validly to another field (even if that field is also 
SQL NULL). The result of such comparisons is always FALSE. 
The only evaluation that will return true is a comparison against SQL NULL; i.e. #A.IsSqlNull 
or #A *EQ *SQLNULL. 
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Expressions and Concatenation 
1. Strict assignment rules (*Strict_Null_Assign) 

Computations or string manipulations involving an SQL NULL field evaluates to SQL 
NULL because the result must be unknown if any of the factors is unknown. 

2. Default assignment rules  
Intermediate expression results retain the SQL NULL state. They are ALWAYS strictly 
interpreted. It is only when the result of the expression is assigned into the result field 
that a difference can occur. Where the result field does not allow SQL NULL, 
computations or string manipulations involving an SQL NULL field evaluate to *NULL. 
For example, when #B is set to *SQLNULL, in an expression #A := #B + 1 the right 
hand side is SQL NULL. That is, SQL NULL plus 1 is still SQL NULL. This is 
independent of #A attributes. But, the resultant value in #A is NULL which for a 
numeric field is *ZERO, so #A becomes 0. 
However, if the result field is nullable, the strict interpretation is always used. So, if #A 
is nullable, #A becomes *SQLNULL. 

 
 
Nullable fields and the database layer 
 
Inserting or Updating with a NULL field 
When an SQL NULL field is inserted or updated into a column in a database table, one of 
three things can happen: 

1. If the column has a default or automatically generated value (defined in the DBMS, 
not in LANSA), the default value will be inserted, rather than the SQL NULL. 

2. If the column does not have the NOT NULL constraint, the column is set to NULL. 
3. If the column does have the NOT NULL constraint, the insert or update will fail. 

 
SQL NULL fields as Keys to Files 
Fields that allow SQL NULLs can be used as keys only if the key is non-unique. 
 
SQL NULL fields as Keys or Where clauses with *SQLNULL 
An SQL NULL field may be used as a key or as part of a where clause in RDML. 
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Run WAMs on iSeries 
 
LANSA for the Web WAM Software Requirements 
  

1. To run Web Application Modules (WAMs) you have these additional software 
requirements:  
OS/400 Licensed Product 5733XT1 XML Toolkit Options 7 and 8 with PTF SI16626 
or higher. Instructions for obtaining this PTF are provided in How to Get PTF 
S116626.  

2. You will also need one of these PTF’s. Which PTF will depend on your OS/400 
version.  
If you OS/400 release is this:  You will need this PTF:  
V5R1M0  SI16843  
V5R2M0  SI16814  

V5R3M0  SI16815  - superseded by PTF: 
SI18703 

 
The PTF’s in the list above are not downloadable, you need to order them separately. 
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Product information LANSA2005 
 
When you send an email to LANSA Support, we always need a lot of system and software 
information. The new component editor in LANSA2005 has an option to prepare this 
information for you very quickly. Activate the Help menu option and after this the menu item 
Product Information. The Installation details tab sheet contains a Save button. Send this 
information, together with your question to our support team.  
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How to access ASA 9.0.2 
documentation 
 
Detailed Description 
Visual LANSA V11.0 ships Adaptive Server Anywhere 9.0.2 but the Adaptive Server 
Anywhere 9.0.2 documentation is not shipped with Visual LANSA. 
 
However, the Adaptive Server Anywhere 9.0.2 online documentation can be accessed and 
downloaded from their web site. 
 
Refer to: http://sybooks.sybase.com/awg0902e.html 
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Tab Framework Properties 
 
Visual LANSA2005 contains new property values for tab folders and tab sheets. Follow steps 
below to see how to use these properties. 
 
Create a new form and drag a Tab folder into it. Use your right mouse on the tab folder and 
use the Add Page menu option to add 5 new pages (Tab sheets) into the folder. 
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Select tab sheet number 1 and open the Properties of this tab sheet. 

 
 
Change these property values: 

Property Value 
DockAllowedPositions Left+Right 
DockAllowUndock True 
DockCloseButton True 
DockPosition Left 
 
After these changes you will see: 
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Change now the properties of the other tab sheets as follows: 
 
Tab sheet 2: 

Property Value 
DockAllowedPositions Left+Right 
DockAllowUndock False 
DockCloseButton False 
DockPosition Left 
 
Tab sheet 3: 

Property Value 
DockAllowedPositions Left+Top 
DockAllowUndock True 
DockCloseButton True 
DockPosition Center 
 
Tab sheet 4: 

Property Value 
DockAllowedPositions Left+Bottom+Right 
DockAllowUndock True 
DockCloseButton True 
DockPosition Bottom 
 
Tab sheet 5: 

Property Value 
DockAllowedPositions Left+Bottom+Right 
DockAllowUndock True 
DockCloseButton True 
DockPosition Bottom 
 
You design has been changed into: 
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Compile your form and execute it. 
 
It is possible to show tab sheet 1 in a separate window: 

 
 
Or you can drag a tab sheet for example to another position on the form: 
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Use the ‘paperclip’ to hide the tab sheets: 
 
 
 
 

 

DockAllowPositions 
Use the DockAllowedPositions property to specify which part of the screen the tab sheet can 
be attached to (docked).  
The values are Left, Right, Top, Bottom and None. All positions can be selected. None 
overrides the multi-select options and specifies that the TabSheet cannot be docked 
anywhere.  
Note that this property applies to user interaction only and has no bearing on programmatic 
changes. Therefore a TabSheet with DockPosition(Left) and DockAllowedPositions(None) 
will appear as a DockLeft TabSheet. 
 
DockAllowUndock 
Use the DockAllowUndock property to specify if the tab sheet can be moved away 
(undocked) from the tab folder.  
This property can be set to True or False.  
When this property is True, a docking bar (a double line) is displayed on the tab sheet. To 
undock the tab sheet, the user drags from the docking bar. 
 
DockCloseButton 
Use the DockCloseButton property to specify whether a Close button is displayed in the tab 
sheet. When a tab sheet has a Close button it can be closed.  
This property can be set to True or False. 
 
DockPosition 
Use the DockPosition property to specify where the tab sheet is attached.  
The tab sheet can be docked to the Center, Left, Right, Bottom or Top of the screen.  
Using the DockPosition properties of tab sheets you can construct a tab framework 
application from a single tab folder. 
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Field method example 
 
A user fills on the screen a field (Signed, 6,0 called #date1) with a date in format DDMMYY. 
A calendar can be activated with a prompter icon and the prompter application expects a 
date in format DDMMCCYY (Signed field). 

 
 
To realize this, we first change field #date1 into a date field (using AsDate) in format 
DDMMYY. After this, the date field can be changed back into a numeric field (using 
AsNumber) in format DDMMCCYY: 
 
#caldate := #date1.AsDate(DDMMYY).AsNumber(DDMMCCYY) 
#Calender.Show_Calendar i_date8(#caldate) 
#Calender.ShowForm 
 

 
 
A selected date in the calendar needs to be converted from a 8,0 numeric field into a 6,0 
numeric field, and after this conversion it should still be filled with a correct date. 
 
When a user selects a date in the calendar, a Signal command will be executed. In the main 
program, an evtroutine is interested in this signal and handles it as follows: 
 
EVTROUTINE HANDLING(#Calender.ueDateSelected) SelectedDate(#SelDatum) 
* Calendar returns value #DDMMYYYY 
#date1 := #SelDatum.AsDate(DDMMCCYY).AsNumber(DDMMYY) 
ENDROUTINE 
 

 


